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The War of the Gods 
in Addiction: The 
Psychodynamics of 
Addiction,Treatment  
and Recovery  

 

The Power of 
Words: Racism 
and Our 
Collective 
Healing 

Sept. 6th–Dec. 6th Fairy Tale Fridays 

Sept. 7th–Feb. 15th Intro to Jungian Psychology 

Sept. 13th-14th Cece W. Briggs, Ph.D. 

Oct. 11th -12th Jorge de la O, Jungian Analyst, L.M.F.T.  

Nov. 8th Fanny Brewster, Ph.D., M.F.A. 

Dec. 13th December Community Gathering  

2019 Event Calendar 

   P. 5    Fanny Brewster, Ph.D., M.F.A. 

 
P.6 C.G. Jung Society, Seattle Presents 

 

   P. 2                      Fairy Tale Fridays 

Why Jungians Read 
Fairy Tales: Four-Part 
Discussion Group 

   P. 4                Jorge de la O, L.M.F.T.  

Los Hijos de la 
Chingada and the 

Trauma of 
Colonialism 

 

Registration fees for the Society’s regular programs are 
as follows (Registration fees may vary for select events): 

Lectures:  Members - $15  Non-members - $25 
Workshops:  Members - $50  Non-members - $70 
 

Please visit www.jungseattle.net for complete ticketing 
information and advance registration. 

Unless otherwise noted, all regular Society events will be 

held at: Good Shepherd Center, 4649 Sunnyside Ave N, 

Seattle, Room 202 

  

  P. 3                   Cece W. Briggs, Ph.D. 

Postmodern 
Consciousness, 

Psychic Objectivity 
and the Eye of God 

 

 

 

The Power of Words: 
Racism and Our 

Collective Healing 

 

A December 
Community 
Gathering 

 

   We cannot change anything unless we accept it. Condemnation does not liberate, it oppresses.”    

               C. G. Jung, Modern Man in Search of a Soul, p. 234-235 

The C.G. Jung Society, Seattle is Pleased to 
Present a New Series:  

Introduction to Jungian Psychology 
Read page 7 to learn more about our new 10-week 

course, Introduction to Jungian Psychology, taught by 
Bette R. Joram, Ph.D., L.M.H.C. This is an opportunity to 

develop an understanding of Jung’s theories and 
concepts, which are frequently presented at our lectures, 

workshops, and Fairy Tale Fridays.  

Fall 2019 Preview: 

C.G. Jung Society, Seattle 

http://www.jungseattle.net/
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“How do we interpret a fairy tale? ——or stalk it, rather, because it is really like 
stalking a very evasive stag.” Marie-Louise von Franz  

The Interpretation of Fairy Tales, p. 37 

Please join us for a 4-session study and discussion of fairy tales.  
This educational series will be co-facilitated by Jungian analysts 

 

Suzan Rood Wilson, Stephanie Gierman and James Max Gossett  

Sessions will be held Friday evenings, 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm 
at The Good Shepherd Center,  

4649 Sunnyside Avenue N, Room 202 in Seattle 

September 6, 2019  
October 4, 2019   

November 1, 2019 
December 6, 2019 

 Members $20 per class/$75 for the series 
 Non-members, $25 per class/$95 for the series 

Register online at www.jungseattle.net for individual classes,  
or call the Seattle Jung Society office at (206) 547-3956 for more information  

or to purchase the entire series. 

CEUs will be available at the registration desk 
$25 for 8 CEUs for the series or $10 per session for 2 CEUs 

Suggested reading: The Interpretation of Fairy Tales, Marie-Louise von Franz 

 Bring your favorite fairy tale, your imagination and sense of wonder 
Begin by counting the number of people at the beginning of the fairy tale and  

once again at the end…  
 

 

The C. G. Jung Society, Seattle 
is pleased to present  

Fairy Tale Fridays! 

Once Upon a Time… 
Why Jungians Read Fairy Tales 

  

http://www.jungseattle.net/
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Lecture: Friday, September 13th (7-9pm) 
 

A ubiquitous symbol of consciousness and psyche, the image of the eye has made its presence 
known throughout time in mythology, religious text, literature, and dream analysis. Carl Jung 
often wrote on the symbolism of the eye and noted its reoccurrence and relevance in the 
imagination of modern individuals. He argued that through its penetrating gaze, the autonomous 
Self is asking for nothing less than recognition and redemption.  

Edward Edinger elaborates on this with his depth psychological analysis on the Eye of God. By 
merging these elements with other iterations on this image of evolving consciousness, we come 
into contact with what it means to be known by an autonomous or omniscient psyche. On a 
collective level, eye symbolism has captured the postmodern imagination in a multitude of ways 
from iconography in popular culture, to surveillance and drone warfare. Why does this potent 
image bear down upon us at this particular time in history? And what specifically does it require 
of us? 

Considering the act of seeing from another dimension, we ask: how are we to maintain psychic 
fortitude while watching shadowy, apocalyptic eruptions occurring all around us? Jung was able 
to survive and derive meaning from a decisive plunge into his own unconscious by maintaining 
what he called “psychic objectivity.” There is a lot to be learned from this model as we bear 
witness to a colossal planetary individuation process.   

 

Workshop: Saturday, September 14th (10am-2:30pm)  
Postmodern Consciousness, Psychic Objectivity and the Eye of God 
 

The Saturday workshop will engage the symbol of the eye through imaginal exercises and dream 
discussion. Participants will be encouraged to allow this potent image of consciousness to speak 
through them in an effort to understand what the anima mundi or world soul is currently asking 
of us. 

Presenter Biography: 
Cece W. Briggs earned her PhD in Mythological Studies and Depth Psychology at Pacifica 
Graduate Institute. She teaches Spiritual Studies, Jungian Psychology, and Writing in the Liberal 
Studies Program at Antioch University Seattle.  

 

Cece W. Briggs, Ph.D. 
 

Postmodern Consciousness,  
Psychic Objectivity  
and the Eye of God 
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Lecture: Friday, October 11th (7-9pm)  

 

The Chingada complex is such a landmine and the Chicano/a youth throughout the United States are “Los 
Hijos de la Chingada,” which translates as the “children of the violated.” La Chingada is a reference to the 
Conquest of the Americas, whose effects are present today. Highlighting the image of La Llorona, from a  
post-colonial perspective, we will see how psyche lives in the sol y sombra, of the Chicano/a soul. In the 
second half of the evening, the focus will be on working with incarcerated Chicanos using the cultural 
images of the warrior, the barrio, and the mother. 
 

Workshop: Saturday, October 12th (10am-2:30pm) 
Ritual and Symbolism of the Día de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) 

The focus will be on the Day of the Dead. Participants are asked to bring photos and mementos as we will 

create an “ofrenda,” or altar (as seen in the picture below) to our departed love ones who return to us 
during this one day of the year. Day of the Dead is a pre-Columbian Mexican tradition that has taken root 
in North American culture. We will begin discussing this sacred ritual with a focus on the symbolism that 
has captured the imagination in the Southwest and elsewhere. 

Presenter Biography: 
Jorge de la O, Jungian Analyst, is in private practice in Ventura, California specializing in analytical 
psychology and Sandplay psychotherapy. He is a registered Sandplay Therapist with The Association for 
Sandplay Therapy. He has been in practice since 2001. He is a retired public school elementary teacher with 
over 35 years of classroom experience here in the United States and Spain. Jorge is a core faculty professor 
in the M.A. Counseling program at Pacifica Graduate Institute, and an analyst trainer at the C.G. Jung 
Study Center of Southern California. He is also a member of the Inter-Regional Society of Jungian Analysts. 
Jorge, along with Abner Flores, recently presented at the International Association for Analytical 
Psychology conference in Vienna, Austria on this lecture’s topic, Los Hijos de la Chingada and the Trauma 
of Colonialism. Jorge’s most recent publication is an article for the Sandplay Therapist of America Journal 
on the symbolic use of the Veterano Homie action figures in Sandplay. 

 

Jorge de la O, Jungian Analyst, L.M.F.T. 

 

Los Hijos de la Chingada  
and the 

 Trauma of Colonialism 

 

“Group complexes litter the psychic landscape and are as easily detonated as the 
literal landmines that scatter the globe and threaten life – especially young life.” 

Thomas Singer, The Cultural Complex 
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Lecture: Friday, November 8th (7-9pm) at Antioch University, 2400 3rd Ave Room 202, 98121  
The language that we use within ourselves as an aspect of the inner dialogue as well as external dialogue to 
our members of the collective carries a powerful energy and force that defines us from childhood. The 
American collective with its multiplicity of ethnic groups has created and used language that has oftentimes 
been racially divisive, psychologically harmful and served as historical identifiers in ways that have supported 
racism. This lecture will explore these circumstances as aspects of American Jungian psychology and consider 
how we may engage in discussion of them for our collective Jungian healing.  
 

Workshop: Saturday, November 9th (9:30am-4:00pm) at The Good Shepherd Center 

Temenos: Racial Complexes, Dreaming in Black and White and the Transference 
*This workshop is only offered to clinicians. Members from the Jung Society who are clinicians may attend the Saturday 

JPA workshop at the JPA rate which includes 6 hours of CEU. 

Our workshop focus will center on areas of discussion in support of developing a deeper understanding and 
relationship, with ethnic differences in the clinical work. We will explore individual and cultural complexes 
pertaining to Jungian theory as well as within analytical practice. This exploration is viewed within the context 
of historical depth psychology principles, and how a Eurocentric theory and practice can and has shown itself 
within American Jungian clinical work. The clinical setting as a sacred space of psychological deepening 
regarding dreamwork, the racial complex and the Transference provides the structure of the day’s workshop.  
 

Presenter Biography: 
Dr. Fanny Brewster, Ph.D., is a Jungian Analyst and Professor at Pacifica Graduate Institute. She is a writer of 
nonfiction including African Americans and Jungian Psychology: Leaving the Shadows ((Routledge, 2017), and 
Archetypal Grief: Slavery’s Legacy of Intergenerational Child Loss (Routledge, 2018). Dr. Brewster is a lecturer 
and workshop presenter on Jungian related topics that address Culture, Diversity and Creativity. She is an 
analyst member of the Philadelphia Association of Jungian Analysts, (PAJA). 

Space is Limited - Early Registration is Recommended 

Register for the Friday Lecture through the Jung Society at www.jungseattle.net 

Register for the Saturday Workshop through the JPA at www.jpaseattle.com/events 

 

 
 

Fanny Brewster, Ph.D., M.F.A., 
Jungian Analyst 

 The Power of Words: Racism and 
Our Collective Healing 

 

Weekend Co-Sponsored by the JPA and C.G. Jung Society of Seattle 
and Friday Night Co-Sponsored by Antioch University 

 

http://www.jungseattle.net/
http://www.jpaseattle.com/events
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To show our appreciation to you and our community, the Society is inviting all friends of the Jung Society to an 
open social gathering with the primary purpose of meeting other members and creating the community we are 
all proud to share together. The event will focus on bringing the community together to hear each other’s 
thoughts and stories about the nature of Jungian thought and perspectives in our own lives. Guiding questions 
such as “What makes Jungian thought relevant today?” or “What does it mean to embody a Jungian 
perspective in these times?”, will be topics for discussion, helping to bridge our intellectual, social, and activist 
communities. We look forward to meeting everyone and sharing our thoughts about the year ahead.  
 
There will be plenty of time to meet your fellow Society members. Friends and family are more than welcome 
and encouraged to attend! There is no paid entry or ticket required, though donations will be welcomed. We 
hope to see you there! 

Please note that no Saturday workshop and no Continuing Education Units (CEUs) will accompany this event. 

 

The C.G. Jung Society, Seattle Presents: 

A December Community Gathering 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Friday, December 13th (7-9pm) 

Good Shepherd Center, Room 202 

We Invite Everyone to Join us at our Free Community Gathering! 

Refreshments will be provided.  

 

The pictures above were taken from our December 2018 Community Gathering.  
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The C.G. Jung Society, Seattle presents Introduction to Jungian Psychology, a 10-week course offering, taught by 
Bette R. Joram, PhD, LMHC. Students will be introduced to major theoretical constructs with definitions of 
terms and examples that will illustrate concepts which are frequently presented at our lectures, workshops, and 
Fairy Tale Friday’s. Space for this course is limited to 24 participants. A course syllabus will be provided to 
students who enroll for the entire course.  Selected readings and texts will be assigned to accompany the class 
lectures and learning activities. To pre-register, visit https://jungseattle.net, see the red panel "Introduction 
to Jungian Psychology", click "more info", and follow the instructions. 

COURSE INTENTION: 
To present an overview of Jung’s theory, including Jung’s model of the structure of the personality and the 
psyche, typology, implications for treatment and the analytic process. We will explore the differences between the 
personal and the collective unconscious by looking at four major archetypes: the Shadow, the Anima, the Animus 
and the Self. Symbolism, myth and metaphor are addressed as fundamental principles in Jungian analysis. These 
concepts are illustrated with discussions of relevant dream material as well as specific readings.  

LEARNING GOALS: 
1.  To provide students with basic knowledge of the terminology, theory, expressive content, and process of 
Jungian psychology, and to appreciate the mutuality of the analytic experience. 
2. To enhance understanding of the unconscious by working with dreams and other archetypal manifestations. 
3. To enable the students to further know themselves through self-exploration within a Jungian framework. 
 
 

 

 

Introduction to Jungian Psychology 

Taught by Bette R. Joram, Ph.D., L.M.H.C. 

 

The C.G. Jung Society, Seattle is Pleased  
to Present a New Series:  

 

Series Dates: 
Saturday, September 7 & 21, 2019 10 am – 12:30 pm 

Saturday, October 5 & 19, 2019 10 am – 12:30 pm 
Saturday, November 2 & 16, 2019 10 am – 12:30 pm 

Saturday, December 7, 2019 10 am – 12:30 pm 
Friday, January 10, 2020 7-9 pm Alchemy lecture and slide presentation 

Saturday, February 1 & 15, 2020 10 am – 12:30 pm 
 Location: 

Sessions will be held on Saturday mornings,  
10:00 am to 12:30 pm 

at The Good Shepherd Center,  
4649 Sunnyside Avenue N,  

Room 223 in Seattle 

 

 

Registration Fee: 
Standard: $250 for series 

 Students (with ID): $125 for series 
20 CEUs: $100 for series 

Register on our homepage at www.jungseattle.net 
 

 

f 

https://jungseattle.net/
http://www.jungseattle.net/
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Co-President’s Message 

As my Co-President Bette Joram and I approach one year of working together in this shared role, I am 
excited by what I have seen in our community. And from the growing amount of feedback from members 
and guests over the course of the year, you share our positive sentiment. 
 
At our lectures, discussion panels, and community events, I see a broad and, in several ways, more diverse 
group of people joining together to look at themselves and our broader society from a Jungian perspective. 
Our emphasis on defining Jungian thought in ways which equally welcome both the practitioner and the 
layperson, and that acknowledge the vastness of Jungian work, seems to resonate. 
 
Our attention to acting for diversity and inclusion has also explicitly turned to racial and social justice not 
only in our society, but also within our Society. The board has invested our organization’s resources in 
voices and perspectives that have been for many reasons underrepresented and insufficiently appreciated 
in the field. Questions of race and gender, for instance, take center stage in our programs over the coming 
months.  
 
Finally, I have been heartened to see that Jungian thought is more present in our larger culture. Discussions 
of ecopsychology, the nature of the persona in social media, and a general need to attend to the Self seem to 
indicate that Jungian ideas are increasingly and consciously present. 
 
Bette and I, and the entire all-volunteer board we serve alongside, continue to devote our time and effort to 
ensure that the Society is meeting this challenging social moment as best it can. If the Society plays an 
important part in your life, please share it with others, and be in touch with us if you are interested in 
joining us as a volunteer. I can tell you that the experience is intensely enriching. 
 
I look forward to seeing you at our events, and thank you for helping constitute our community.  
 
Ryan Biava, Co-President 

  

Welcome to the C. G. Jung Society’s Fall 2019 season of presentations.  We hope that in the variety of 

offerings that we have lined up you will find something that sparks your interest, curiosity, and 

understanding of the psyche through the lens of Jungian Psychology. Hosted by three Jungian Analysts, 

Fairy Tale Fridays offer a wonderful opportunity to explore the archetypal world through story and 

discussion.  Our lecturers and workshops offer us a chance to examine serious social issues through a 

Jungian perspective, as our presenters invite us to look at both conscious and unconscious projections 

through the lens of history. And we will offer a ten-week course, Introduction to Jungian Psychology, to 

explore in depth the major themes of Jung’s theory, so that you feel more comfortable with the language 

and concepts you encounter in the lectures. 

I want to take this opportunity to thank our dedicated Board members—recently retired, current, and 

new—Ryan, Bunny, Shirley, Jana, Parvathi, Mike, Colleen, Tori, Tom, Justin, Cece, and Neil.  And I thank 

the other volunteers who help in the library, set up the classroom, bring refreshments, plan programs, 

create the newsletter, work on the website, and record our lectures.  You put in the hours to organize these 

events and help us continue to make the psychology of C. G. Jung available to the public. 

Bette Joram, Co-President  
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Once again, it’s time to visit the library and see what books you can check out to get your Jungian 
ideas and information.  

The library not only has books and periodicals but a history of the Seattle Jung Society in the 
yearbooks stored on the south wall by year. And we have DVDs of most our speakers for you to 
know. You must be a member to borrow items from the library. 

Our data entry librarians, Linda and Michael Sheaffer, have been doing an inventory of all our 
books by counting and recording what is on our shelves! They also keep track of all the used 
books we sell. For a list of our inventory, go to our website at www.jungseattle.net and click the 
“Our Library” tab to see the list.  

The people who use our library resources the most are students at Pacifica Graduate Institute in 
Santa Barbara, CA, which offers students instruction in depth psychology, and clinical and 
counseling psychology, and mythology.  

We welcome donations of used books, but they must be Jungian-oriented. We also welcome 
suggestions for new Jungian books to buy. 

We recommend that all people interested in Jung read his autobiography, Memories, Dreams, 

Reflections, and the Redbook, which we have in the library.  

The Library is open most Saturdays from 12:30 – 3:30 pm. Let me know any time you would like 
to come during the week by calling 206-632-4892.  Remember, you may return any borrowed 
books, tapes or periodicals to our book drop box by our front door, Room 222, any time when the 
Good Shepherd is open: 8:00am-9:00pm weekdays, 8:00am to 6:00pm on Saturdays, and closed on 
Sundays. 

Bunny Brown, Librarian 

About the Nancy Alvord Library 

The Nancy Alvord Library, one of the most unique libraries in America, is housed at the Good 
Shepherd Center in the Wallingford neighborhood of Seattle. It contains more than 2,600 volumes 
on psychology, religion, philosophy, symbolism, and cultural anthropology. Central to this 
extensive library of works collected over the 40-year history of the Society is the Kate Millard 
Memorial Collection of rare and out-of-print works by Carl Jung and Jungian scholars, theorists, 
historians, and analysts. 
 
The public is welcome to visit our library to view available resources, and members have check-
out privileges (for eligible* volumes) as a benefit of membership. 



Please note that the Jung Society Library includes DVDs of past speakers such as James Hollis, 
Lionel Corbett, Richard Tarnas, and many others. Come in and browse on a Saturday afternoon 
when the library is open.  

Librarian’s Message 

http://www.jungseattle.net/
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Continuing Education Units 

Lectures and Workshops presented by the C. G. Jung Society, Seattle (unless otherwise noted) have 
approved CEUs by the Washington Chapter National Association of Social Workers (NASW) for Licensed 
Social Workers, Licensed Marriage & Family Therapists and Licensed Mental Health Counselors. Provider 
number is 1975-157. 

Fees for CEUs are:  
$10 Lecture (2 CEUs) 
$10 Workshop (4 CEUs) 
$15 Lecture & Workshop 
CEU forms are available at the Registration table. 

Learning Objectives are located at www.jungseattle.net under Lecture and 
Workshop descriptions. 

 

End-of-Year Giving 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Donations may be made by cash, check, or credit card. 

Thank you! 

 

C. G. Jung Society Annual 
Election of the Board 

The election of the board will take place on 
Friday, September 13th at the first lecture of the 
season (see p. 3) during the 10-minute break. 

Please join in! 

 

C.G. Jung Society, Seattle is a 501(c)3 non-profit 
corporation. As such, all donations to the Society are 
tax-deductible. 

When planning your end-of-year giving, please consider 
a large or small gift to the Jung Society. The costs of 
bringing Jungian speakers to Seattle have increased 
exponentially over the past several years. If you enjoy 
the programs, classes and access to the books and DVDs 
in the Library, please give generously. Any amount is 
appreciated. Visit www.jungseattle.net/support.php to 
make a donation.  

 

 

www.facebook.com/ 
groups/ 

seattlejungsociety/ 

 

   Join and                   
our group on 

http://www.jungseattle.net/
http://www.jungseattle.net/support.php
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Library Volunteers 
 

Larry Cole * Charles Morrison * Valerie Sammons  

Mitchell Saulsberry * Linda and Michael Sheaffer 

BOARD MEMBERS 

Co-Presidents  
 

Bette Joram, Ph.D. 

Ryan Biava, Ph.D. 

Librarian & Historian 

Bunny Brown 

Recording Secretary 

Jana Hendricks, M.A., M.A.  

Treasurer 

Parvathi Krishna Sundaram 

Membership 

Michael Johnson, M.F.S. 

Events Manager 

Tori Manzer 

Newsletter Editor 

Colleen Choi 

Event Coordinator 

Thomas Green, MSW 

Publicity Coordinator 

Colleen Choi 

Program Planning Committee 

Cece W. Briggs, Ph.D. 
Justin Hamacher, M.S. 

Jana Hendricks, M.A., M.A. 

VOLUNTERS 

Event Volunteers 

Debra Thompson Harvey 
Daisy Lu 

Tori Manzer 
 

Information Technology Support 

Charles Morrison 

Videographer 

Ed Mays 

 

About the C.G. Jung Society, Seattle 

The C.G. Jung Society, Seattle is a non-profit education 
corporation, founded in 1973. Today, we are a vibrant 
community of lay people, academics, therapists, and 
analysts. We welcome participants from diverse walks of 
life, interested in growing their knowledge of Jung as a 
stepping stone to personal transformation. 

Each lecture and workshop is designed to provide an 
understanding and experience of the prolific writings of 
Jung for people with all levels of previous exposure to 
analytical psychology. Please note that our program is not a form 

of therapy nor a substitute for therapy. 

 

 
 
The purpose of the C. G. Jung Society, Seattle, a nonprofit 
education corporation, is to support a community centered 
on the life and work of Carl Gustav Jung. We promote Jung’s 
analytical psychology, which emphasizes the development 
of the whole person as the path to self-knowledge, creativity 
and wellbeing. At the Society, we examine the interplay of 
the conscious and the unconscious through the lens of 
diverse traditions, including religious, transpersonal and 
mythological ones. We do this work by organizing lectures, 
workshops and discussions that provide a forum for people 
of all walks of life to reflect and grow, individually and 
collectively. 

Our Mission Statement 
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C. G. Jung Society, Seattle 
4649 Sunnyside Avenue North, Room 222 
Seattle, WA 98103 

 

Preregistration for events is strongly encouraged. 
In an effort to increase our membership and attendance, the Society is beginning to promote our 
events more broadly, seeking collaborations with other educational and cultural organizations. 

We will try to anticipate higher turnout in our choice of venues, but it may result that 
some of our events will sell out.  We hope not to turn away members at the door. 

 

Please visit www.jungseattle.net 

and click on ‘Upcoming Events’ to secure your seat. 

www.jungseattle.net   phone: 206-547-3956  email: office@jungseattle.net 

Member Registration:  Lectures - $15 Workshops - $50 
Non-member Registration: Lectures - $25 Workshops - $70 

Members: when registering at jungseattle.net, remember to log in first 
and retrieve your promo/discount codes from your member account. 

For information on becoming a member, please visit www.jungseattle.net 
or contact the office for details. 

 

http://www.jungseattle.net/

